The inelastic-neutron-scattering cross section of ( J=1) solid hydrogen is studied and the experimental data of Stein and co-workers analyzed. The rms displacement ⟨u 2 ⟩ 1/2 is deduced from the data via different methods and mutually consistent values of order 0.65 Å are obtained. The enhancement of the cross section at the libron energy due to libron-phonon interactions is found to be the same, about 40% each for both one-and two-libron processes, in agreement with the neutron scattering data. The rms splitting at the libron-phonon crossovers is found to be about 1 cm −1 , somewhat smaller than found by Mertens and Biem. A sum rule for the J=1 to J=0 cross section is given which relates the average energy of this transition to the orientational internal energy. Using high-temperature expansions and experimental data for the specific heat, we obtain a qualitative fit to the neutron scattering data in the orientationally disordered phase. In the ordered phase both the sum rule and a direct calculation indicate the existence of a libron sideband above the main J=1 to J=0 line having an intensity of 10% of the main line. The energy of the main line at zero temperature is calculated including (a) tipping corrections, (b) virtual excitations with J not conserved, and (c) modified zero-point energy. The value of the electrostatic quadrupole-quadrupole coupling constant deduced from the data of Stein and co-workers using this calculation is in agreement with that obtained from other experiments. 
To the extent that the translational and rotational degrees of freedom are uncoupled, the neutron spectrum which is observed is just a simple superposition of spectra caused by various combinations of these excitations. Thus the number N(K, &u) of neutrons scattered per unit solid angle and per unit energy range for energy and momentum transfers A~and SK is given by N(K, ")=~I,S(K, ")= -~g (K tu), K K (2.1a) 2W= -3K'(u'), (2.2) where (u') is the mean-square average displacement of the hydrogen molecule. The various terms in the square brackets of Eq. (2.1b ''i"l[S"(K, &o) Thus when g is chosen so that f~(~, n') =f.~(~, n'), (2.14) Another way of getting at (u') &I') 
xe+" &" g~(K, ra), (2.13a) f~~(~, &I') 
xe" "~'g~~(K, &u -g 'E, o Fig. 2 . However, the large peak at high energy is not observed" and we attribute it to an inaccuracy in the subtraction of the elastic line. Indeed, the approximation of Eq. (2.8) appears to break down in the wings of the elastic line. Accordingly, we will use an improved fit to the elastic line given by g"(K, e) =(2312e "' i" +41e '' " ) If, = -g g"""0, "0, ", gN where the operators 0", are (3.3a) V; =g B(R")[3(n&.R". ) ' - 1], (3.3b) where the carets indicate unit vectors and n& is the orientation of molecule j. A semiempirical form for B(R) is~0 B(R) = P, e '"""0 -P (R /R)', (3 4) where Ro is the nearest-neighbor separation and the estimated values of the constants are given in Table I . "'~A libron expansion of V& yields V, =PA, "O, ", (3.5) III. The others may be obtained using the symmetry operations of the crystal. ' The non-EQQ interactions, and especially the single-molecule terms, are not reliably known, although they are believed to be much smaller than II&. "" However, in order to make comparisons with quantum crystal treatments of libron-phonon interactions, '~" we include the single-molecule terms, which are of the form to the local axes based on the equilibrium orientation~"of the sublattice containing the site j (see Table II ) and the A "'s are given as
(3.7a) (3.7b) (3.7c) In Eq. (3.6}we will restrict the sum to sites which are nearest neighbors of site j . (3.8a) where a =x, y, or z and V, is the gradient with respect to R, .
Likewise we can enumerate the terms which describe one phonon interacting with two librons. Denoting these by superscripts 1, 2 we write (3.8b) (3.5) . The result is that in (4.7) 
JoK"~VLp/EL) ( 
where G"(k, (d) =((a, ; a,) ' '.
Substituting this into Eq. (5.4) we find This spectrum is shown in Fig. 6 . Also we find
We see from Fig. 7 There are several reasons why these two quantities might not agree as expected. First, the approximation for U(x, T) in Eq. (6.17}becomes less reliable as the temperature is lowered. However, this difficulty is less serious for U(x, T) than for C(x, T). " To avoid this approximation we have used the experimental values"" of C(x, T) to calculate U(x, T) to T =4 K and the result is also shown in Fig. 8 =-3%EL, (V.3b) where EL = 21.21 is the average harmonic 1ibron enex gy. '" Treating the nearest-neighbor bbron-pair creation terms in second-order perturbation theory we find the ground-state energy to be
)'~-I (e, "' -c; ")$ (--*((, ").
4,N= &j.
In the pure J =1 system the sum over i vanishes. ( 7.7) we expect that the l.ibx'on sideband has an. intensity of order 10% of that of the main conversion line. Of course, this intensity, is spread over thy width of the singl. e libron band and may not be easy to obs ex've.
We should modify E(l. (V.13) by including effects which are off diagonal in J. These effects have been shown to be significant in other contexts. "
Here, however, we find that they are small, and their calculation is desex'ibed in Appendix C. The resul. t is that E, =E~(I -I/z), i =s (0) E, =E~) i t n(0), (7.6a} (7.6b) where "=s(0)"means "is a neighbor of the 4=0 In Tables III and IV we present values of &", , and~", g""for the case when i is the molecule at the origin and j is that at -, a(I, 1, 0). The components of the gradient are taken with respect to a coordinate system based on the sc unit cell and the orientation of the molecules is as specified in Table II . We now discuss the evaluation of V "&""0N for 2~n (12 from the data of Table IV. Here we label the 12 nearest neighbors of the molecule 0 (at the origin) as shown in Table V .
It is clear from inversion symmetry that 
&2N2" (R, + u} = g»N(R, +o"u)*,
where we have used (Al) to simplify (4.8). Using the data of Table II 
x(2MN) oX8s(X8 u)+(e'q' "t-e«' as) 
where Z(q, (d) is the self-energy given in Eq. (D3).
In Fig. 10 19+9&3', 5+4RSi ),
+sinq R»sing R» [v, (v, -v, +v, +v, ) (See Fig. 5 , diagram e. ) Accordingly, in the present case, some of the single-libron-enhanced cross section will be shifted into the two-libron band. (See Fig. 5 , diagram f.) However, by the same mechanism (Fig. '5, diagram g ), some of the two-libron-enhanced cross section will be shifted into the single-l. ibron band. Since the enhancements are approximately equal. , the two anharmonic shifts will be of the same order of magnitude and will tend to cancel. Next we consider the terms involving virtual &=2 excitation. We note that(00~0, [ 2m) x(2m~0(~00) =(-1) (4vA') ', where A is given in (3.7). We write Thus, in the notation of (7 .16) 
The perturbed phonon frequency is determined from the pole in D ((d, q) 
